Cold wave freezes north India

Many cities record sub-zero temp with Fachtuel cold at -4°C Celsius; snowfall, likely in Kashmir on New Year day

The snowfall started in several places in the state with the coldest reading at -12°C Celsius, whereas the maximum temperatures in Jammu, Kathua, Samba, Pathankot were recorded at 1 degree Celsius. The cold wave conditions would prevail in the state for another four days,

Delhi shivers at 1.7°C Celsius, rain, traffic hit air

In another cold wave, the Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) has predicted that the cold wave conditions would prevail in the state for another four days. Rainfall has already started in the state and the temperatures would go down from 1 degree Celsius. The cold wave conditions would prevail in the state for another four days.

Even as a cold wave continues to affect the northern region, the Delhi airport recorded a low of 2.5°C Celsius, while the maximum temperature was recorded at 10.5°C Celsius. The cold wave conditions would prevail in the state for another four days. Rainfall has already started in the state and the temperatures would go down from 1 degree Celsius.

In another cold wave, the Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) has predicted that the cold wave conditions would prevail in the state for another four days. Rainfall has already started in the state and the temperatures would go down from 1 degree Celsius.

Not only Delhi, but several cities in the north, including Jammu, Kathua, Samba, Pathankot were recorded at 1 degree Celsius. The cold wave conditions would prevail in the state for another four days. Rainfall has already started in the state and the temperatures would go down from 1 degree Celsius.

Even as a cold wave continues to affect the northern region, the Delhi airport recorded a low of 2.5°C Celsius, while the maximum temperature was recorded at 10.5°C Celsius. The cold wave conditions would prevail in the state for another four days. Rainfall has already started in the state and the temperatures would go down from 1 degree Celsius.

In another cold wave, the Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) has predicted that the cold wave conditions would prevail in the state for another four days. Rainfall has already started in the state and the temperatures would go down from 1 degree Celsius.
Says PCC chief on Foundation day
PRES IN Bhubaneswar

The Congress celebrated its Foundation day on Saturday with Pradesh Congress Committee (PCC) president Niranjan Patnaik hoisting the party flag at the PCC headquarters in the presence of the party's senior leaders, MLA's, including leader of legislature wing Narasimha Mohan, AKC spokesperson Akhilod Pratap Singh and other prominent leaders of the PCC.

The leaders said sincerity for the nation stands above all for the Congress party and its candidates. “Our candidates fight for the cause of secular and democratic values of the India. The people are taking a risk for the cause in danger these days. Our candidates have the Constitutional values and we will fight for it,” said Patnaik.

MLA Surabhi Swaraj said, “We will only do what is right in the BJP plans in order to keep our conscience clear.”

Niranjan Patnaik, President of Odisha Pradesh Congress Committee (OPCC)

Youth wing threatens to block CM's way tomorrow

PRES IN Bhubaneswar

The National Union of General Workers (NUGW) on Saturday directed the Urban Pradesh Youth Congress (UPYC) to give the concession of a family of Pandav Bibhar who has a legitimate right to hold hostage in Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh. He had taken a decision to block the concerned officer of a Land and Revenue Department in Lucknow on November 16.

The state government had earlier announced to pay Rs 10,000 to the Pandav Bibhar family for the assistance of the justice department. The Government had also promised to make payments soon after the election process is over. But the Pandav Bibhar family did not receive money and they have also submitted a complaint of the matter to the UPA government.

Next day, he did not return home. On getting the information, the police formed a team and went to the residence of Pandav Bibhar and took the information about the missing Pandav Bibhar from his wife and other family members.

The police later went and set three vehicles on fire. The monkey was then rescued and taken to the veterinary hospital.

The state government has come to hold block CM's in the name of development of the road construction.

Deceased Odia labourer's kin held hostage in UP
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Assam might return to path of violence due to BJP’s policies: Rahul Gandhi

**PHOTO NEWS**

A march against the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA), the National Register of Citizens (NRC) and the National Population Register (NPR) was held in Mumbai on Saturday. Thousands of Congress workers, led by Senior Congress leader Mallikarjun Kharge, took to the streets in protest against the laws which they say violate the Constitution. The rally, which started from the Gandhian Satyagraha Chowk near Azad Maidan, proceeded through reclaimed island and various roads till it reached the Oval Maidan.

Kharge, who is also the CPI(M) leader, was reportedly detained by the police. The police had issued a warning to prevent any untoward incident during the protest. The police had earlier detained several Congress workers, including former Union Minister Shashi Tharoor and Babul Supriyo, during a protest against the CAA and NPR.

A large crowd had gathered at the Azad Maidan to listen to Kharge’s speech. The Congress leader slammed the Modi government for trying to change the Constitution and said that the protest was a “call to action” against the laws.

Kharge also accused the government of trying to suppress dissent and said that the protesters were not planning to create any trouble. He said that the Congress was only trying to express its dissent against the laws.

The protesters also chanted slogans like “Jai Hind” and “Gandhi jayanti hi.” The rally ended peacefully, with no incidents of violence reported.

**Why would such a big leader know: Prashant Kishor responds to Puri**

Taking a dig at Purti after he said, “Why would such a big leader know: Prashant Kishor,” The Times of India has reported that the Congress leader has responded to Puri by saying, “You are a politician, why would you know? I am an ordinary man and asked why you are not doing it. You are just a politician.”

The comments are likely to cause a controversy as Puri had previously insulted Prashant Kishor, a former political strategist, for his involvement in the Congress party’s campaign strategy.

Kishor had previously revealed that Prashant Kishor was the mastermind behind the Congress party’s campaign strategy for the 2019 general elections.

Kishor had also accused Puri of being a “so-called” political strategist and said that he was not interested in being a politician.

Kishor’s comments come at a time when the Congress party is facing a tough campaign against the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in the upcoming elections.

**13TH FOUNDATION DAY – Congress holds Constitution-Save India flag march across country**

Congress holds Constitution-Save India flag march across country

They grabbed me by neck, pushed me down, fellled

Pryanka Gandhi alls hands managing by UP cops

**PHOTO NEWS**

On the 13th Foundation Day of the Congress party, thousands of Congress workers marched in various parts of the country to demand justice for Priyanka Gandhi Vadra, who was allegedly attacked by a man in Lucknow on Saturday.

The march was held in solidarity with Priyanka Gandhi, who was allegedly abused and beaten up by her assailant in Lucknow. The incident has sparked widespread outrage across the country.

Congress leader Rahul Gandhi, who is also the party's Lok Sabha leader, expressed his solidarity with Priyanka Gandhi and said that the incident was a travesty of justice.

The Congress party has demanded a complete investigation into the incident and the arrest of the accused.

**Massive protest against CAA, NPR rocks Tamil Nadu**

**PHOTO NEWS**

Thousands of Congress workers, led by party chief Sonia Gandhi, took to the streets in Tamil Nadu on Saturday to protest against the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) and the National Register of Citizens (NRC).

Sonia Gandhi, who is also the president of the Indian National Congress, addressed a large rally in Chennai, where she charged the government with trying to “change the face of India” and said that the CAA and NRC were being implemented with an “agenda to divide the country.”

The Congress party has been at the forefront of the opposition to the CAA and NRC, and has been holding protests across the country to demand their withdrawal.

**Which is the primary source of this text?**

The primary source of this text is the Indian Express. It is an English daily newspaper published in India. The newspaper covers domestic and international news, sports, entertainment, and lifestyle. It is known for its in-depth reporting and investigative journalism.
‘New technology will continue to test us’

Pay ₹2L to victim: NHRC to State Government

Announce holiday on Jan 8 all-India strike

B.J.D foundation day observed in Jargaripat

In the dust category, two more contestants are being considered for the sparring in Indian chess, a 17-year-old girl, Sharmistha Jha of Jharkhand and a 16-year-old boy, Jawaharwardh of Tripura.
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A starting that honest commercial decisions taken by the banks would be protected, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman said on Saturday. The Government has decided to take measures to assuage concerns, bankers will be protected, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman said after a review meeting of public sector banks (PSBs) on Saturday. The Government had proposed to war MDR charges to spur digital payment modes. "I therefore, propose that the committee not only look at annual turnover more than a certain amount but shall also look at low-cost digitised modes of payment in small centres as well. These banks shall be allowed on customs and if they are in an IT park or special economic zone," Sitharaman said.

The modes of payment will be digitised to ease the charges, Sitharaman said after a review meeting of public sector banks (PSBs) on Saturday. In budget growth, Sitharaman had proposed to war MDR charges to spur digital payment modes.

New Delhi: Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on Saturday instructed public sector banks to clear pending vigilance cases against officials for alleged malpractices. The banks should form a committee not only look at annual turnover more than a certain amount but shall also look at low-cost digitised modes of payment in small centres as well. These banks shall be allowed on customs and if they are in an IT park or special economic zone.

"The Government has decided to take measures to assuage concerns, bankers will be protected," Sitharaman said after a review meeting of public sector banks (PSBs) on Saturday. The Government had proposed to war MDR charges to spur digital payment modes. "I therefore, propose that the committee not only look at annual turnover more than a certain amount but shall also look at low-cost digitised modes of payment in small centres as well. These banks shall be allowed on customs and if they are in an IT park or special economic zone," Sitharaman said.

"The modes of payment will be digitised to ease the charges," Sitharaman said after a review meeting of public sector banks (PSBs) on Saturday. In budget growth, Sitharaman had proposed to war MDR charges to spur digital payment modes.

New policy will ban passing of on losses to consumer: Power Min

Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on Saturday instructed public sector banks to clear pending vigilance cases against officials for alleged malpractices. The banks should form a committee not only look at annual turnover more than a certain amount but shall also look at low-cost digitised modes of payment in small centres as well. These banks shall be allowed on customs and if they are in an IT park or special economic zone.

"The Government has decided to take measures to assuage concerns, bankers will be protected," Sitharaman said after a review meeting of public sector banks (PSBs) on Saturday. The Government had proposed to war MDR charges to spur digital payment modes. "I therefore, propose that the committee not only look at annual turnover more than a certain amount but shall also look at low-cost digitised modes of payment in small centres as well. These banks shall be allowed on customs and if they are in an IT park or special economic zone," Sitharaman said.

"The modes of payment will be digitised to ease the charges," Sitharaman said after a review meeting of public sector banks (PSBs) on Saturday. In budget growth, Sitharaman had proposed to war MDR charges to spur digital payment modes. "I therefore, propose that the committee not only look at annual turnover more than a certain amount but shall also look at low-cost digitised modes of payment in small centres as well. These banks shall be allowed on customs and if they are in an IT park or special economic zone," Sitharaman said.

"The Government has decided to take measures to assuage concerns, bankers will be protected," Sitharaman said after a review meeting of public sector banks (PSBs) on Saturday. The Government had proposed to war MDR charges to spur digital payment modes. "I therefore, propose that the committee not only look at annual turnover more than a certain amount but shall also look at low-cost digitised modes of payment in small centres as well. These banks shall be allowed on customs and if they are in an IT park or special economic zone," Sitharaman said.
I didn't start this, I didn't do this.

Mateo Kross

**FIGURATIVELY**

Manchester City have conceded

a number of goals in

the last three matches, and

their style of play is being

questioned. The club's

managers are considering

tactical changes to

improve their defensive

record.

**PACK OF WOLVES HUNT CITY**

**THE KING COMES BACK**

Zlatan Ibrahimovic returns to

acclaim in Serie A, having

scored two goals in his first

two matches back for AC Milan.

**BLOW BY BLOW**

Manchester City's victory against

Wolves demonstrated their

ability to weather the storm

and maintain their focus.

**THE PASS IN THE PARK**

Kevin De Bruyne's goal was

a testament to his skill and

composure.

**THE TAKEOVER**

Oscar Taveras' goal was a

bold move, showcasing his

confidence under pressure.

**THE REBOUND**

Riyad Mahrez's goal showed

his ability to capitalize on

opportunities.

**THE CLASH OF SWORDS**

The match was a classic duel,

with both teams displaying

their strengths.

**THE AFTERMATH**

Manchester City emerged

victorious, maintaining their

top position in the league.
**NZ crumble under pace barrage**

Cricket honour tied with Stokes on New Zealand Record

**AFP**


**BURNS, Sibley engage on Test hopes**

Bums, Sibley: Eng hope

**PTI**


**FACIL INFILTRATE**

FACIL president Sourav Ganguly learning for India women cricket tour to Australia, which is a big challenge for India women tour team compared to the one in 2018-19 when Steve Smith and David Warner were not present in the opposition ranks. The Indian women's team is serving ball-tapling: hammering down at Old Trafford in Manchester, ending a 75-year gap.

India's cricket tour to Australia in January is a bigger challenge for India women team. The Indian women's team is seeking to regain the Ashes series, which is a major test of the team's ability to perform under pressure. The team is also looking to continue its winning streak against Australia, which has been a tough opponent in recent years.

**AFP**
The inscrutable millennium

From the 1920s to now the upcoming 2020s, humanity has evolved on all sorts of parameters — good, bad or ugly but never uninteresting. SUNDAY PIONEER’S special year-end edition brings you a slice of life as it has breathed in the 20 to 20 millennium
Ten decades have seen education programmes in India evolve and innovate but all efforts to shrug the colonial medium of instruction have failed, a chapter of study for policy makers

By Shweta Chaudhary

It is regrettable that the colonial legacy continues to have a hold in the educational system of India. The focus on the medium of instruction is still a matter of debate and discussion. The move towards multilingual education has been slow and progressive, with the medium of instruction on the rise.

As compared to previous years, 2019 was a progressive year for Education with the Draft National Policy on Education (UNEP) being released in June. It’s the first comprehensive policy proposal on education in the country since 1968 and a major game-changing statement. To transform higher education system to one of the best global education systems, the Policy proposes significant changes at both secondary and higher education levels and a greater focus on research and innovation.

TRENDS THAT RULED 2019:
- Integrated Learning: Includes the use of Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality in classroom teaching
- Artificial Intelligence: that is helping create personalized training course modules.
- Teacher Training: New training methods are helping increase the skill sets of teachers.

Regional Languages: Now even JEE (Main) will be conducted in 11 languages from 2021
- Rise of digital content, e-learning, and broadcasting classes are enabling the delivery of education and training at an unprecedented level.

2019 also saw us leverage technology to improve offering to students — Aakash Chaudhary, Director and CEO, Aakash Educational Services Limited

Cinema, being one of the pillars and mirrors to society in India, should definitely talk more about the issues with education in the country. India has a long way to go, but has also come a long way in the recent decades. Let’s not forget to mention the importance of parental conditioning, equal pay, more at 12 level positions in companies and other gender having to conform to traditional roles.

— Aditya Kripalani, Director of Devi Ahilya University

In India, which was under the British rule in 1854, English was the medium of instruction in primary and secondary schools. The colonial education system was based on the British model, which emphasized rote learning and memorization. The medium of instruction was primarily English, which made it difficult for students who spoke regional languages to understand and grasp the concepts taught in the classroom. This resulted in a gap between the students who spoke English and those who did not, leading to a divide in the educational system.

The problem of the medium of instruction continues to this day, with the government and educational institutions struggling to find a solution. In 2019, the government proposed changes to the education system, including the use of multilingual education, to address this issue. However, the progress has been slow and the challenges are numerous. The medium of instruction remains a significant issue in the educational system, with the government and educational institutions working towards finding a solution that meets the needs of all students.

Value education is a way forward but not without seeing an outcome. Children should actually be given credit for their values. Having debates, discussions and lot of enactments would help when they leave school. But this is only happening in the public schools. What about those where parents are not educated and they fall back on the do the needful?

What is concerning is whether children are becoming the example of Byju’s. It is becoming a shame if a child in Class V can’t do a simple multiplication. If a child in Class V can’t do a simple multiplication, we are teaching. There is a gap between our action and exam. I call Indian education system as Indian exam system. Look at the number of ladders, the number of syllabus, the number of very hot days and very cold days. The total number of working hours are limited to approximately 250. Out of this how much is actual work? Not more than 140 hours in a year. More than half the year, the children are not learning.

We must not be caught in the trap of lowering the bar in the exam. We should give our children a proper education. Some people feel that we are helping the child by giving them a low bar. It is okay. But if he takes other things like music and so on. And if the child is not doing anything result- oriented in the exam, it is not a good thing. The child will come out of school saying, `I studied here and done nothing. I am going to do something after school`. Therefore, the exam and grading system is something which touches my heart. It is something which touches the heart of the education minister as well.

There is very little respect for others. If there is, it is limited. People like doctors, engineers, charted accountants, lawyers or Mbas. But if you are doing anything different from that then there is no respect. Parents are really beating down their warlocks. They have nothing to contribute towards their children well-being, their education. They want their own ambitions to be fulfilled by the children without giving them the psychological support. This is leading to more and more cases of suicide.

The media plays a crucial role in shaping the mindset of children. It is something which impresses me. When I was a child, children used to read comic books and sang songs. The songs were written in the 150th year of Gandhi, we are teaching. There is a gap between our action and exam.

In the permanent education system, we teach accountability to the media. It should act as a mirror to the issue. The children should be happy. If a child in Class V can’t do a simple multiplication, we are teaching. There is a gap between our action and exam. I call Indian education system as Indian exam system. Look at the number of ladders, the number of syllabus, the number of very hot days and very cold days. The total number of working hours are limited to approximately 250. Out of this how much is actual work? Not more than 140 hours in a year. More than half the year, the children are not learning.
Weaves in the Air

Since the 1920s, All India Radio has grown in the right direction. Even today, its reach is phenomenal with no less than 50 crore Indians tuning in on a daily basis. That’s quite an achievement, even if we do not mention the growth of private FM radio and digital radio.

It used to be expensive and required a lot of infrastructure. Now, with the help of satellites, we can connect to multiple stations simultaneously. Through phone programs, we have reached the masses. Take an example. A poor farmer whose reach to media was negligible will be the one to receive public awareness on community issues. If you have time, watch the famous radio drama ‘Phool aur kaante’.

Radio listener Javendra Kumar Dhruve has the bio-data of each and every announcer and programme officer of AIR since the beginning. He regularly posts on their birthdays and other events.

In a vast country like India, community radio is an important feature but unfortunately, it has not flourished much. Even smaller countries like Nepal have around one lakh community radio stations. In the US, there are millions of such radio stations. In India, we have campus radio but not community.

Radio broadcasting in India started in 1927. Since then, the scenario has completely changed. Earlier, we used to have big radio sets which were found in the houses of the rich. During my childhood, not many had radio sets. We used to go to our neighbour’s house to listen to sports commentaries. Those were the days of the captive audience. Earlier, there was no need for anyone to run a radio station due to the immense power of radio. It was a very simple radio set. There were no big radio stations. They were small radio stations that were run by the government. The radio was a one-way traffic where the broadcasters would talk and the listeners would listen.

But with the advent of FM radio, the scenario has changed. The FM radio is almost there in all the cities, digital radio stations. In India, we have almost all the FM channels. The All India Radio (AIR) has always focused on ensuring that every person in the country has access to quality education and entertainment. There is a stark distinction between AIR and private FM. The policy of AIR is to public service broadcasting, information, education, and entertainment. There is change in policy in FM and Vincent Bhrice, whose entertainment is mostly music-oriented radio.

But there is no FM channel where we do not find an AIR channel in Hindi. In India, there are 900 TV channels but none provides free services. That’s quite an achievement. There is a lot of competition in the FM market, but we AIR is the only medium which provides free services.
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But there is no FM channel where we do not find an AIR channel in Hindi. In India, there are 900 TV channels but none provides free services. That’s quite an achievement. There is a lot of competition in the FM market, but we AIR is the only medium which provides free services.

In a vast country like India, community radio is an important feature but unfortunately, it has not flourished much. Even smaller countries like Nepal have around one lakh community radio stations. In the US, there are millions of such radio stations. In India, we have campus radio but not community.

In the FM Rainbow we see programmes on campus life, legal guidance, medical news and many more. But their main motive is to earn revenue. We see the emergence of politically motivated language and content. This is one to one, but it is an undercurrent that we have seen innovative forms too.

In a vast country like India, community radio is an important feature but unfortunately, it has not flourished much. Even smaller countries like Nepal have around one lakh community radio stations. In the US, there are millions of such radio stations. In India, we have campus radio but not community. If we have community radio stations in other countries, we can spread awareness, promote unity and provide employment opportunities to people.

All India Radio has reached its saturation. FM is almost there in all the cities, digital radio is making its presence felt. There was a time when people used to leave their country and go because the visitors who used to visit in the remote areas of India went back. But with the advent of FM radio, the scenario has changed. Even smaller countries like Nepal have around one lakh community radio stations. In the US, there are millions of such radio stations. In India, we have campus radio but not community.

In the FM Rainbow we see programmes on campus life, legal guidance, medical news and many more. But their main motive is to earn revenue. We see the emergence of politically motivated language and content. This is one to one, but it is an undercurrent that we have seen innovative forms too.

In a vast country like India, community radio is an important feature but unfortunately, it has not flourished much. Even smaller countries like Nepal have around one lakh community radio stations. In the US, there are millions of such radio stations. In India, we have campus radio but not community. If we have community radio stations in other countries, we can spread awareness, promote unity and provide employment opportunities to people.

All India Radio has reached its saturation. FM is almost there in all the cities, digital radio is making its presence felt. There was a time when people used to leave their country and go because the visitors who used to visit in the remote areas of India went back. But with the advent of FM radio, the scenario has changed. Even smaller countries like Nepal have around one lakh community radio stations. In the US, there are millions of such radio stations. In India, we have campus radio but not community.
Comedy relief

The Indian millennials can laugh at themselves changing the language of humour since it first began in the 1990s that involved taking potshots at gold diggers.

People are cutting the queue to get the help of few world-class coaches, we have worked extensively on important areas like, where to attack from and targeting, the combined planning is that in the last couple of years, there has been a significant rise in the team rankings.


With the change in field, the grass is not greener anymore for Indian Hockey.

Turf no longer ours

World’s might Tables do the talking again in the last century. Many a times we like to forget how much we have to thank the British for their contribution towards the game of hockey. They taught us to play and it is because of them we are where we are today. Once a Britisher, always a Britisher.

The biggest thing that the British left behind was a love for the game and the way we played it. We are now the proud owners of the game and that has come through years of hard work and dedication. India is no longer the map of a place on which you look for hockey. We have gone beyond that and now play in our own backyard. This is the reason why the game is called ‘Country’s Game’.

Aseeman pe hai Khuda, aur zmireen pe hum, aaj ke liye is taraf dikhata hai kam, Violence, caste, and religion have taken centrestage. Dear God, equal is greater than divide.

COMEDY CIRCUS

A set-up. Just one mic and decent tent, omniscient and omnipresent. Of course, as I grew up, I understood that teachers only teach what is in the book. The rest comes from rural areas and the children from a poor family background usually get into sports. They don’t have a proper infrastructure of an expensive game like hockey, where a basic necessary kit costs near around 50,000.
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From the time when women didn’t have the right to vote, to only 78 women parliamentarians in India, the country has still a long way to go before they can be fully empowered.

W

Women's suffrage is the right of women to vote in elections. Most countries have introduced it in the first half of the 20th century. New Zealand was the first to grant women such a right. The movement actually began in 1886, when a women’s rights convention was held in Seneca Falls, New York. The movement made other rights possible for women. By the early 20th century, women were able to attend college and to train for professions, although not in the same numbers as men. They began to offer more indepen-
dependent professions like law, medicine, clergy and corporate. In the after-
mall of the Women’s Suffrage Movement, women’s economic roles increased in society. Since there was more educational opportunities for women it led more and more women to vote in their personal for meaning-
meaning and their economic roles. Many families which voted as if they
gained independence, whether not just general but also special rights
were granted to them just like other represented sections in India.
One needs to discuss the shift from suffrage movement to movement for inclusion in actual politics in India. The conventional Italian and worldwide political won-
dom says that women are less ratified and engaged in politics than men. Major explanations for this so-
called gender gap were women’s lower access to socioeconomic
resources. For example, men are more likely to be full-time employed than women, and employment is positively related to political partic-
ipation. There is a global perspective. Women also tend to have fewer political resources and are less likely to be politically engaged and interest-
interest which has been related to women’s socialization toward a gender role
that is more passive, private, rule-
rule-abiding and compliant, while
man resources engage with ideas to
understand, political participation,
autonomy and self-sufficiency. Women
were found to be less likely to demonstrate, attend political meet-
ings, contact a politician or be a party
man than men, but more likely to
age, participate in local decision
making and use social media.
In Indian culture there is no concept of
gender.
Moving on from rights to vote to
active participation, one domain of
the political sphere that has recent
in social media and effective
participation of women has been
Panchayat and local body institutions,
where it has been consis-
tentially marginalised for reservation of
spots for female candidates.
Worse, they have been being压迫
discriminated against positions
and thus, they have been unable to
participate in decision making.

WHAT WOMEN COULDN’T DO IN THE 1920S
TAKE A BATHROOM BREAK
WHILE PUBLIC restrooms were designated men’s or women’s before the 1920s, it wasn’t until 1937 that bathrooms became off-
ically gender segregated thanks to the American flush toilet. Prior to this, public bathrooms resulted in women looking for shelter to find the bath’s room, and in some cases, even being barred admission to schools or jobs based on the lack of toilets available for their use.

HOLD A JOB WHILE PREGNANT
BECAUSE LEGAL gender norms for working women and pregnant women didn’t exist until 1978, women of the 1920s regularly faced unemployment after getting married. Some working women went lengths of concealing their pregnancies, using the excuse of “having family fables” or “adventures”.

SERVE ON A JURY
SUFFRAGE helped the right to vote to rise on August 18, 1920, it would take decades for women serve as jurors. By the end of the Twenties, only 20 states permitted women to determine the innocence (or guilt) of their peers.

HAVE THEIR NAME ON PASSPORT
REQUESTING A PASSPORT in the 1920s was a pretty straightforward
process— if you were a man. For female translators, passport applications could be rejected based on the names they used or their husband was already issued a passport with their name.

WEAR WHATEVER THEY WANTED
EVEN THOUGH 1920s fashion history is dominated by flapper style women in many parts of society working as cooks and waitresses. Virginia, a Bill attempted to prohibit women wearing “vul-

WORK RIGHT SHIRTS
A 1920s WAY to protest women from supposed rough and mean and hard
work, American implemented the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to
legalize.

The REAL DEMOCRACY IS WHERE WOMEN DO NOT HAVE THE RIGHT TO VOTE AND TO ELECT BUT TO BE ELECTED.

HUMAN RIGHTS ARE WOMEN’S RIGHTS AND WOMEN’S RIGHTS ARE HUMAN RIGHTS.

THE END ONE WOULD LIKE TO SAY WOMEN OF INDIA HAVE NOTHING TO LOSE BUT THEIR CHAINS AND THEIR FIGHT WILL CONTINUE IN THE 21ST CENTURY.

FACTFILE
• The number of working women increased by 25 per cent in America.
• Women were clothing more convenient for activity and stopped wearing long skirts and corsets.
• Divorce was made easier and the number of divorces doubled. Women were not content just to stay at home and put up with bad husbands.
• Most women were still housekeepers and were not as free as their men.

Suffrage held a pivotal role in their history after the passing of the 19th Amendment.

Parliament?
sexual assault and marital rape and
equality in male dominated
polities.

Indonesia has experienced a significant leap in women's financial inclusion since 2017. From 42.6 per cent in 2017 to 76.6 per cent in 2019, several women aged 15 and older have an individual or joint account at a bank or other financial institutions or have been using a mobile money service.
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Women empowerment means nothing that begins with economic opportunities, within their jobs and in the political arena. Why is that? Because women and girls are trapped in gender roles that limit their potential for meaningful participation in the political process. Women have a voice in the political process.

India, where the powerful are
have a voice in the political
process.

Women empowerment means nothing that begins with economic opportuni-
ties, within their jobs and in the political arena. Why is that? Because women and girls are trapped in gender roles that limit their potential for meaningful participation in the political process. Women have a voice in the political process.
Melody is blessed with eternal flow where music is concerned. Change, since the 1920s when it was spiritual, to 2020 when TikTok has changed the notes, has all been about creativity.
In 2019, science and health experts estimated that people with diabetes could reach 463 million by 2030, leading to a significant rise in the burden of diseases such as hypertension. Out of the total Diabetes risk assessments taken, 71% were from the ones in the age group of 20-40 years. The year gone by has witnessed an extensive usage of online platforms because of the ease and anonymity that it offers. Moreover, this year a lot of emphasis was given to reverse Diabetes. An interesting line of thought has now changed. Previously, drugs were meant to treat complications of Diabetes. But the emphasis is now shifting towards prevention. The significance of reversing Diabetes has increased. However, it is important to note that reversing Diabetes is not a simple process and requires careful planning and execution. There are several factors that contribute to the development of Diabetes, including genetic predisposition, lifestyle factors, and environmental influences. In order to reverse Diabetes, it is important to address these factors and work towards healthier habits and lifestyle choices. This can include measures such as adopting a healthy diet, increasing physical activity, and managing stress levels. In addition, managing other health conditions that may contribute to the development of Diabetes, such as obesity, hypertension, and high cholesterol, is also crucial. Overall, reversing Diabetes requires a comprehensive and holistic approach that involves a multidisciplinary team of healthcare professionals and patients working together towards a common goal. Prevention is key in reducing the burden of Diabetes and improving health outcomes. It is essential to raise awareness about the importance of healthy habits and lifestyle choices and implement evidence-based interventions to prevent and control the disease. By adopting a proactive and integrated approach, we can make a significant impact in reversing Diabetes and improving the lives of those affected by this chronic condition.
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ile it is true that greatness in movies continues to surprise us, filmmaking, as such, is accompanied by a degree of predictability. Much of cinem

brilliance in the last decade could have been missed had the eyes perpen

ded with the obvious. Though there is still a year to go in the second decade of the twenty-first century, the past nine years have more or less defined what people would think when rec

alling films from this period.

The short shelf of vision

starts since 2010 by the medium

t when it comes to exhibition and distri

bution formats as well as the audi

ence right from the unlimited choice, the consumption patterns, and much more was last seen decades ago. These calling changes that would include the arrival of OTT and

streaming services, defined something strikingly new and unique about what we looked at cinema. It wouldn't be

ceisually possible to say of an era that the transition witnessed in the two years from 2010 is similar to the era when the talker replaced the silent film or the roles played by the early 1970s and the 1980s. These develop

ments transformed not only the content but also left a long-lasting impact on the narrative within main

stream cinema.

The second decade of the new mil

nennium also witnessed something similar. Although mirroring the times better, a much subtler but defined stan

dards, a few among them that would probably make the term "cinematic" more meaningful to the young audience of the previous times was the way the narrative made a break to make it nearly impossible for the trade or the critics to guess what "bliss" would mean to the viewer at the next turn.

The last few years could be def

ed as one where much of the mainstream attempted to adapt the tenets of independent cinema and focused more on things such as the set

ting, a more naturalistic style of dialogue and manner more than ever before. This kind of cinema is also known as "main

stream in the world, the narrative primarily revolves around stories emerg

ing from personal experiences of film

makers, and usually, the protagonists are

primarily revolves around stories emerg

ble core' in the west, where the narrative

nearly impossible for the trade or the

thing that the trade pundits are on the

set-up of the continuous cycle of films. If

on the one hand, the likes of Shah Rukh Khan tried to do the same thing some

what differently in My Name is Khan, the

story revolves around trying to do differ

ent things in way that not only the tradi

tional audience is captivated but the inden

t cinema but also the pandemocracy would find it easy to accept.

In 2010, Yektaada, Motiwala’s directed debut on silver, Dibakar Banerjee’s Love Sex Aur Dhokh,

Banerjee’s Love Sex Aur Dhokh, and Dibakar Banerjee’s

set the foundation of things to come in the years ahead. Vishal looked at the small-town in a new light in Bollywood, even

Ryan’s casting in Motiwala’s Lolita (2011), a tone

swerving of O’Hare’s The Last Leaf, and later Ranbir Kapoor’s presence in Anurag Kashyap’s ambitious but doomed Bombay Voice (2015) was nothing less

more or less in deep space. Despite clearly modulating their careers on star

of the generation that preceded them, what made these young stars somewhat different was their willingness to facilitate a meeting point of the best of art-house and the customary stame

enormous outlook.
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India gears up to play the Great Indo-Pacific Game

Unlike the previous UPA government, which was shy about using the term ‘Indo-Pacific’ in its diplomatic/strategic discourse, the Modi government has clearly articulated its policy towards the region. A series of recent events in New Delhi suggest that India is finally set to play the game, writes SANJANA MOHAN

Along with the rise of China and India, the Indo-Pacific region has assumed great significance as a result of the “rise” of China and the “fall” of the United States. The term Indo-Pacific was first used in the 1960s by the American navy, which was concerned about the strategic importance of the region. The term has since been used by scholars and policymakers to refer to the area stretching from the Indian Ocean through the Indian Ocean, the South China Sea, and the Pacific Ocean. The region is home to many of the world’s most important commercial and strategic interests, including the oil-rich Persian Gulf and the Malacca Strait. The region is also home to many of the world’s most important economic powers, including China, India, Japan, the United States, and Australia. The region is also a major source of political instability, with several countries in the region experiencing significant political and economic challenges. The region is also a major source of environmental challenges, with climate change and pollution posing significant threats to the region’s economies and societies.

The Indo-Pacific is a region of great importance to India. India has a long history of engagement with the region, dating back to the time of the British Raj. India has a number of significant economic and strategic interests in the region, including access to the oil-rich Persian Gulf and the Malacca Strait. India is also a major contributor to the region’s economy, with India’s GDP more than that of either the United States or Japan. India is also a major contributor to the region’s security, with India’s military and security forces playing a significant role in maintaining regional stability.

The Indo-Pacific is also a region of great importance to China. China has a long history of engagement with the region, dating back to the time of the Chinese Empire. China has a number of significant economic and strategic interests in the region, including access to the oil-rich Persian Gulf and the Malacca Strait. China is also a major contributor to the region’s economy, with China’s GDP more than that of either the United States or Japan. China is also a major contributor to the region’s security, with China’s military and security forces playing a significant role in maintaining regional stability.

The Indo-Pacific is also a region of great importance to the United States. The United States has a long history of engagement with the region, dating back to the time of the American Empire. The United States has a number of significant economic and strategic interests in the region, including access to the oil-rich Persian Gulf and the Malacca Strait. The United States is also a major contributor to the region’s economy, with the United States GDP more than that of either India or China. The United States is also a major contributor to the region’s security, with the United States military and security forces playing a significant role in maintaining regional stability.

The Indo-Pacific is also a region of great importance to Australia. Australia has a long history of engagement with the region, dating back to the time of the Australian Empire. Australia has a number of significant economic and strategic interests in the region, including access to the oil-rich Persian Gulf and the Malacca Strait. Australia is also a major contributor to the region’s economy, with Australia’s GDP more than that of either India or China. Australia is also a major contributor to the region’s security, with Australia’s military and security forces playing a significant role in maintaining regional stability.

The Indo-Pacific is also a region of great importance to Japan. Japan has a long history of engagement with the region, dating back to the time of the Japanese Empire. Japan has a number of significant economic and strategic interests in the region, including access to the oil-rich Persian Gulf and the Malacca Strait. Japan is also a major contributor to the region’s economy, with Japan’s GDP more than that of either India or China. Japan is also a major contributor to the region’s security, with Japan’s military and security forces playing a significant role in maintaining regional stability.

The Indo-Pacific is also a region of great importance to the European Union. The European Union has a long history of engagement with the region, dating back to the time of the European Union. The European Union has a number of significant economic and strategic interests in the region, including access to the oil-rich Persian Gulf and the Malacca Strait. The European Union is also a major contributor to the region’s economy, with the European Union’s GDP more than that of either India or China. The European Union is also a major contributor to the region’s security, with the European Union’s military and security forces playing a significant role in maintaining regional stability.

The Indo-Pacific is also a region of great importance to South Korea. South Korea has a long history of engagement with the region, dating back to the time of the South Korean Empire. South Korea has a number of significant economic and strategic interests in the region, including access to the oil-rich Persian Gulf and the Malacca Strait. South Korea is also a major contributor to the region’s economy, with South Korea’s GDP more than that of either India or China. South Korea is also a major contributor to the region’s security, with South Korea’s military and security forces playing a significant role in maintaining regional stability.

The Indo-Pacific is also a region of great importance to Singapore. Singapore has a long history of engagement with the region, dating back to the time of the Singapore Empire. Singapore has a number of significant economic and strategic interests in the region, including access to the oil-rich Persian Gulf and the Malacca Strait. Singapore is also a major contributor to the region’s economy, with Singapore’s GDP more than that of either India or China. Singapore is also a major contributor to the region’s security, with Singapore’s military and security forces playing a significant role in maintaining regional stability.

The Indo-Pacific is also a region of great importance to the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). ASEAN has a long history of engagement with the region, dating back to the time of the ASEAN Empire. ASEAN has a number of significant economic and strategic interests in the region, including access to the oil-rich Persian Gulf and the Malacca Strait. ASEAN is also a major contributor to the region’s economy, with ASEAN’s GDP more than that of either India or China. ASEAN is also a major contributor to the region’s security, with ASEAN’s military and security forces playing a significant role in maintaining regional stability.

The Indo-Pacific is also a region of great importance to the United Nations. The United Nations has a long history of engagement with the region, dating back to the time of the United Nations. The United Nations has a number of significant economic and strategic interests in the region, including access to the oil-rich Persian Gulf and the Malacca Strait. The United Nations is also a major contributor to the region’s economy, with the United Nations’s GDP more than that of either India or China. The United Nations is also a major contributor to the region’s security, with the United Nations’s military and security forces playing a significant role in maintaining regional stability.

The Indo-Pacific is also a region of great importance to the World Trade Organization (WTO). The WTO has a long history of engagement with the region, dating back to the time of the WTO. The WTO has a number of significant economic and strategic interests in the region, including access to the oil-rich Persian Gulf and the Malacca Strait. The WTO is also a major contributor to the region’s economy, with the WTO’s GDP more than that of either India or China. The WTO is also a major contributor to the region’s security, with the WTO’s military and security forces playing a significant role in maintaining regional stability.
Justice for Rohingya: Will it ever come?

The plight of the Rohingya has long been a matter of international concern and debate. The Rohingya, a Muslim minority in Myanmar, have faced persecution and violence from the Myanmar military, leading to mass displacement to neighboring countries, primarily Bangladesh. The situation has drawn attention from the United Nations and other international bodies, with some calling it “genocide” and others using terms like “ethnic cleansing.” Despite international efforts, including the International Court of Justice (ICJ) case against Myanmar, the Rohingya continues to bear the brunt of violence and discrimination. This article discusses the ongoing struggle for justice for the Rohingya, highlighting the challenges and impacts of their situation.

**The Rohingya:** A minority group in Myanmar, the Rohingya have been subjected to violence, discrimination, and forced displacement. They are mostly Muslim and have lived in Myanmar for generations, but the Myanmar government has denied them citizenship.

**Persecution:** In 2017, violence against the Rohingya escalated, leading to a large-scale exodus to Bangladesh. This event, known as the Rohingya exodus, has been described as a genocide. The violence included mass killings, rapes, and forced displacements, leaving the Rohingya community in a dire situation.

**International Reactions:** Various international bodies have condemned the violence against the Rohingya. The United Nations has called for an investigation into possible crimes against humanity and genocide. The ICJ has taken up a case against Myanmar, seeking justice for the Rohingya.

**Current Status:** Despite international efforts, the situation for the Rohingya remains critical. They continue to face discrimination, violence, and lack of basic human rights. The Rohingya continue to call for justice and reparations for the past atrocities.

This article provides a comprehensive overview of the ongoing plight of the Rohingya, emphasizing the need for international solidarity and action to ensure the rights and dignity of this oppressed community.
LEG July 23-Aug 22
Take good care of yourself and people if you are a creative person. You have a talent and genuine enthusiasm, so you cannot stop being interested. Never neglect your own health. You need to be long-lasting health. Your health is the problem of grades. Sharing things with someone helps, off course. Otherwise, you are also concerned about whether to lose the person if you work on something. Three strong cancer might not have a clear vision about what they want to do in future. Combating change of hat is a capability and gets you reviews. Explore your intended potential. In your love, think with care of it than the nagging heart. Singing is not the time to talk a dead thing.

SAGITTARIUS Nov 22-Dec 21
You will experience a sense of personality and creativity this month. It is a good time for you to find your charm and beauty. You are not going to pay immediate attention to yourself. You will be critical and ready to take a challenge. You will be available for you to take on tasks and you will succeed in politics. You will find acceptance. Implementation of your plans will be made with the help of your friends. On your personal front, mind and heart are going to be otherwise interested in relationships. Fifteen is a time to be in love. Relationships can quickly become. Take a new step. Take a new step. Confidence is a very near to not be a relationship.

TAURUS April 20-May 20
You will be interested and believe in yourself. You will just be working on a healthy behavior for the family. Taurus may not be able to carry all the burden at once. You need to take care of your health. You may feel uncomfortable in your head and face. You should not worry about your health issues. Your vast emotions would be beneficial. Protect yourself and take care of yourself in the future. This is a time to focus on your goals and targets. Avoid doing something that is not for you. This is not a time for problem. Treat your business in good faith. Allowing hurt, there are chances of love to take some. You need to be kind and avoid misunderstandings.

CANCER June 21-July 22
You need to control the childlike side of yourself. Listen to your body for great care and attention. Overeating or overeating, both are harmful for your health. You need to take care of yourself in these days. You need to pay attention to your health. You need to have high expectations. You have less conflicts and circumstances in these days. It is better to have good timing in your lives. It is advised to follow the discipline and rules of the organization. You can also be ready to show your new skills. Love and emotions will take a back seat. You need to be careful also with being the enemy around or partners.

AQUARIUS Jan 20-Feb 18
You may change your mind radically about something. You need to check in everything where your rationality is not making. You are facing difficulties which is going to be the next step. It will be hard to deal. Learning things from the past is a good time. Remember, your past is your present. Your future is your present. Always keep your future in mind. You need to keep in mind that your future is always clear.

Capricorn Dec 22-Jan 19
A firm from your usual social circle is the need of the time. You need to live from there to help the work and interactions of people in your circle. You need to make some hard decisions. You need to make some hard decisions. Make something to be in touch with your partner. Make something to be in touch with your partner. Make something to be in touch with your partner.

Aries March 21-April 19
Do not assume anything. Understand who you are or you may need advice. Keep your eyes open. Be careful about dealing with unknown people. You need to be careful about your health. Anything that remains your stress level will be increased. This may not be the right position and help you connect. Consult your doctor for the right position. You may feel exhausted if you are thinking of something too different. Think how you can change this. It is good time. Only making plans will not help. You need to make plans and get something from your plans. Think how you can make the product you are selling for a long time. This is a very important time for you to have an opportunity to understand relationships of all groups.

TAURUS April 20-May 20
You need to be careful about your health. Listen to your body for great care and attention. Overeating or overeating, both are harmful for your health. You need to take care of yourself in these days. You need to pay attention to your health. You need to have high expectations. You have less conflicts and circumstances in these days. It is better to have good timing in your lives. It is advised to follow the discipline and rules of the organization. You can also be ready to show your new skills. Love and emotions will take a back seat. You need to be careful also with being the enemy around or partners.

Gemini May 21-June 20
Manage your stress levels in order to stay in good health. This is a time to be very careful about the problems that come your way. Try to face the problems with a positive mindset. You need to have a positive attitude towards the things you can do. On the cancer front, you will see positive aspects and try to rise in your career. Your last emotions would be beneficial. Protect yourself and take care of yourself in the future. This is a time to focus on your goals and targets. Avoid doing something that is not for you. This is not a time for problem. Treat your business in good faith. Allowing hurt, there are chances of love to take some. You need to be kind and avoid misunderstandings.

LIBRA Sept 23-Oct 22
Focus on balancing your stamina to your body, mind and spirit. Meditation and relaxation are wonderful things. The benefits are greater than any after you can work. On the one hand, connecting with your inner balance and self-awareness; on the other hand, connecting to everything around you. The benefits are greater than any after you can work. On the one hand, connecting with your inner balance and self-awareness; on the other hand, connecting to everything around you. The benefits are greater than any after you can work. On the one hand, connecting with your inner balance and self-awareness; on the other hand, connecting to everything around you.

Cancer June 21-July 22
You need to control the childlike side of yourself. Listen to your body for great care and attention. Overeating or overeating, both are harmful for your health. You need to take care of yourself in these days. You need to pay attention to your health. You need to have high expectations. You have less conflicts and circumstances in these days. It is better to have good timing in your lives. It is advised to follow the discipline and rules of the organization. You can also be ready to show your new skills. Love and emotions will take a back seat. You need to be careful also with being the enemy around or partners.

SCORPIO Oct 23-Nov 21
Stay away from tension, worry and depression as it might affect you a lot. Think of ways to make yourself happy. Logistic is a very important tool for you. Take care of your body in order to stay in good health. Your body is very important now. Stay away from tension, worry and depression as it might affect you a lot. Think of ways to make yourself happy. Logistic is a very important tool for you. Take care of your body in order to stay in good health. Your body is very important now.

PISCES Feb 19-March 20
This work is not as expected and rewarded. Take some time out for yourself and read a book you enjoy. You and only you like to deal with happiness. Learning things from the past is a good time. Remember, your past is your present. Your future is your present. Always keep your future in mind. You need to keep in mind that your future is always clear. Always keep in mind that your future is always clear. Always keep in mind that your future is always clear.

LEO July 23-Aug 22
Take good care of yourself and people if you are a creative person. You have a talent and genuine enthusiasm, so you cannot stop being interested. Never neglect your own health. You need to be long-lasting health. Your health is the problem of grades. Sharing things with someone helps, off course. Otherwise, you are also concerned about whether to lose the person if you work on something. Three strong cancer might not have a clear vision about what they want to do in future. Combating change of hat is a capability and gets you reviews. Explore your intended potential. In your love, think with care of it than the nagging heart. Singing is not the time to talk a dead thing.

SAGITTARIUS Nov 22-Dec 21
You will experience a sense of personality and creativity this month. It is a good time for you to find your charm and beauty. You are not going to pay immediate attention to yourself. You will be critical and ready to take a challenge. You will be available for you to take on tasks and you will succeed in politics. You will find acceptance. Implementation of your plans will be made with the help of your friends. On your personal front, mind and heart are going to be otherwise interested in relationships. Fifteen is a time to be in love. Relationships can quickly become. Take a new step. Take a new step. Confidence is a very near to not be a relationship.